Get VSS advantages without VSS installation challenges with Stalker’s CAN/VSS Adapter.

- Supplies the power and ground
- Instantly steers Patrol Speed
- Automatic moving/stationary switching
- Shadowing and combining virtually eliminated
- Weather effects dramatically reduced

The CAN/VSS Adapter Cable is used to capture the Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) signal in late-model vehicles. The CAN/VSS accesses the vehicle’s computer through the OBD-II diagnostic connector and conducts the VSS pulses to the radar.

This device works with all 2008 and later vehicles and some vehicles manufactured as early as 2005. Stalker maintains a list of compatible vehicles.

When your department upgrades vehicles, transferring the radar to the new vehicle is as simple as UNPLUG and PLUG using the OBD-II diagnostic connector (always located under the driver’s side dash).

Power and ground are supplied through the CAN/VSS Adapter. And you’ll have all of the advantages of traditional VSS.

WARNING: The power CAN/VSS cables are specifically designed for the STALKER unit and vehicle identified in the Purchase Order. If the cable(s) must be replaced or if the STALKER unit is moved to another vehicle, you must contact STALKER customer service at 1-800-STALKER (1-800-782-5537) to obtain/verify the correct cable prior to installation. Failure to do so voids the product warranty and we disclaim any liability for any damage, loss, or injury resulting from the failure to use an authorized cable.